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Black Pudding Gelatinous Cube

Mediocre (+0) Average (+1)

Terrible (-2) Terrible (-2)

Poor (-1) Poor (-1)

Great (+4) Good (+3)

Average (+1) Mediocre (+0)

Good (+3) Great (+4)

I Must Absorb All Organic Matter I Must Sweep the Area Clean

Large Blob of Amorphous Black Goo Large Cube of Quivering Jelly

Deadly Corrosive Secretions Almost Totally Transparent

Extremely Sticky and Viscous

2 (Large) 2 (Large)Enemy: Great Threat Enemy: Great Hitter 

Bifurcation: Because I split into successively smaller oozes when damaged, 
I create a new situation aspect representing my increasing numbers, such 
as More Puddings, They’re Everywhere, or We’re Surrounded!, with a free 
invoke whenever I take a consequence to mitigate stress from a slashing or 
electrical attack.

Pseudopods: Because I can extrude multiple pseudopods from my body at 
once, I can spend a fate point to Forcefully attack everyone in my zone. 
(I make a single roll against everyone else in my zone.)

Anesthetizing Secretions: Because I secrete a powerful anesthetizing agent, 
I get an extra free invoke when I Sneakily create an advantage related to 
my paralytic touch, such as Paralyzed, Numbed, or Stunned.

Engulf: Because I can envelop creatures by moving over them, I deal +2 
stress on a tied or better Forceful attack as long as I move at least one 
zone before attacking. (I don’t also gain a boost on a tie this way.)
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Obstacle: Block

Aspects Approaches

Rules

Fair (+2) Sticky Green Slime, Weapon: 4

Obstacles are things the heroes have to deal with, but unlike enemies, they can’t 
usually be attacked. Blocks are obstacles that don’t attack heroes, but make 
certain types of actions harder. Blocks have a skill rating, a name which doubles as 
both a skill and an aspect, and in this case, a weapon rating.

Whenever a hero takes an action that is made more difficult because of green 
slime, such as trying to get past it, they must first overcome Fair (+2) passive 
opposition. Failure means the slime stops the hero’s action and inflicts damage.

To get rid of green slime, a hero must make an overcome action against Great (+4) 
passive opposition. If successful, the patch of slime is removed from the scene.

Conflagration Jelly

Mediocre (+0)

Terrible (-2)

Good (+3)

Fair (+2)

Average (+1)

Mediocre (+0)

I Must Set My Surroundings Ablaze

Medium Blob of Smoldering Jelly

Incredibly Flammable

1 (Medium) Enemy: Good Hitter 

Living Napalm: Because I produce a slime that ignites upon contact with air, I may 
detonate a situation aspect representing my explosive excretions, such as Flaming 
Slime Patch, Puddles of Smoking Goo, or Trail of Burning Death when Flashily 
attacking opponents in the same zone as that aspect. If I spend a fate point, I 
may detonate an aspect in this way to attack everyone in that zone.

(When detonating a situation aspect, the character may invoke it once for free. 
Then remove the aspect and add a new one to the scene that makes the situation 
more dangerous for everyone involved. In this case, something like Everything’s On 
Fire! seems appropriate.)

Gray Ooze

Fair (+2)

Mediocre (+0)
I Must Constantly Hunt For Prey

Medium Blob of Magic Immune Slime

1 (Medium) Enemy: Fair Filler

Active Hunter: Because I am adept at hunting mobile prey, I get +2 to 
Quickly create an advantage representing my ensnaring pseudopods, such as 
Held In Place, Grappled, or Restrained.

Green Slime
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